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Sermon for Advent IV Year A 2022 
Missing Joseph 

 
A woman is seated before a sketch by DaVinci  
of Mary and the infant Jesus, her cousin Elizabeth and her son, John.  
A man –a stranger, dressed in all black— 
approaches the sketch from behind the woman and mutters to himself, 
“No Joseph. Yes, of course. No Joseph.” 
He sits at the other end of the bench. 
Touched by his sorrowful face, the woman says,  
“It’s a lovely drawing, isn’t it? 
I’ve never seen it before today.” 
The man turns to her and says, “Nor I,” 
The woman says, “It’s awful of me when you think  
that I’ve lived in London for the last 18 years.  
It makes me wonder what else I’ve been missing.” 
“Joseph,” the man says. 
“Sorry?” the woman asks. 
“You’re missing Joseph. 
But you’ll always be missing him. 
Haven’t you noticed? Isn’t it nearly always Madonna and child? 
Or Virgin and Child, or mother and child or adoration of the Magi  
with a cow and an ass and angel or two. 
But you rarely see Joseph. Have you never wondered why?” 
The woman pauses for a moment, and responds, 
“Perhaps, well of course, he wasn’t really the father, was he?” 
 
A conversation follows from this,  
which reveals that the man is a vicar, 
and the woman—after many years of trying to have a child with her 
husband—are arguing about whether or not to adopt.  
The woman is afraid she won’t be able to love an adopted child  
as much as she would a biological one— 
but her husband insists that they could and they would.  
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She tells this stranger that she just doesn’t understand  
her husband’s point of view.  
The vicar says, “perhaps it’s because he knows that we humans 
ultimately love something that we have to struggle for— 
something that we give up everything to have— 
far more than the things that fall our way through chance.” 
But he also acknowledges her point, 
he, too, is not sure anyone can ever help how they feel. 
 
This is the opening scene to the book, “Missing Joseph”  
by Elizabeth George—one of my favorite mystery writers.  
Her books are always more than just mystery novels— 
perhaps because her father is an Anglican priest.  
This book questions the price and power of parental love—a power 
which overrides all other considerations, all other loves and loyalties. 
 
I have always been struck by this scene and it has sent me on a quest to 
find depictions of Joseph. 
Actually one of the rarest depictions in art  
is a portrayal of Joseph and the infant Jesus. 
Though I did find a beautiful icon of St. Joseph holding the Christ child 
in a very loving way. 
Where you really don’t hear about Joseph is in our Christmas carols— 
the only one I knew of for years was the German carol— 
Joseph Dearest, Joseph Mine 
whose lyrics are actually an invitation from Mary  
for Joseph to help her cradle and care for her son— 
to which Joseph (who never speaks in the gospels) says to Mary, 
“Gladly dear one, Lady mine, help I cradle this child of thine.” 
 
It is tempting to sideline Joseph as a minor character in the Christmas 
narrative and yet the gospel of Matthew reminds us that in fact,  
Joseph’s role in Jesus’ arrival is pivotal. 
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It is Joseph’s willingness to lean into the impossible, 
to embrace the scandalous, to abandon his notions of holiness  
in favor of God’s messy plan of salvation,  
that allows the miracle of Christmas to unfold. 
Matthew makes clear that the Messiah must come from the house  
and lineage of David and so it rests on Joseph to give his name  
and his legitimacy to Mary’s child. 
If Joseph refuses . . . the fulfillment of prophecy comes to a halt. 
 
The gospel describes Joseph as a “righteous man” which is to say, 
a man devoted to God, and concerned with faithful, ethical living. 
Though Matthew doesn’t elaborate, we can safely assume that Mary’s 
betrothed is not a guy who likes to make waves,  
or call attention to himself, 
or venture too close to controversy. 
Like most of us, he wants an orderly life. 
He’s honest and hardworking. 
He follows the rules. 
He practices justice and fairness, and all he wants in exchange is a 
“normal,” uncomplicated life. 
Is that too much to ask? 
 
Poor Joseph. But don’t we all want the same? 
 
And yet—as Matthew tells the story—this God-fearing carpenter  
wakes up one morning to find that his world has shattered. 
His fiancée is pregnant, and he knows for sure he is not the father. 
And suddenly it seems he has no good options to choose from. 
Matthew doesn’t go into much detail about Joseph’s anguish—though an 
extra-canonical text from the 2nd century offers a fuller and hasher 
picture of the carpenter’s pain. 
When Joseph sees that Mary is with child, he throws himself on the 
ground, and cries bitterly. 
He wonders long and hard how to respond, 
and asks Mary why she has betrayed both him and God so cruelly. 
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Though this text isn’t in our gospel version nor part of our canon, 
it’s not difficult to imagine a similar scene playing out between Joseph 
and Mary in real life. 
The fact is, Joseph didn’t believe Mary’s story until Gabriel told him to. 
Why would he? 
Why would anyone? 
 
To gloss over Joseph’s consent, Joseph’s obedience to God’s word is to 
make a grave mistake. 
We distort his humanity when we assume that his acceptance of God’s 
plan came easily, when we hold ourselves at arm’s length from his 
humiliation and doubt. 
In fact, what Joseph’s pain shows is that God’s favor is not the shiny, 
simple thin we’d like to believe it is. 
It’s not God as we find God in the scriptures who promises, wealth, 
health, comfort, and ease to his chosen ones— 
that is you and me, getting it wrong. 
 
In choosing Joseph to be Jesus’ earthly father,  
God led a “righteous” man with an impeccable reputation  
straight into doubt, shame, scandal, and controversy. 
God’s call required Joseph to reorder everything he thought he knew 
about fairness, justice, goodness, and purity. 
It required him to embrace a mess he had not created. 
To love a woman whose story he didn’t understand, 
to love and protect a baby he didn’t father, 
to accept an heir who was not his son. 
 
In other words, God’s messy plan of salvation required Joseph— 
a quiet, cautious, status quo kind of guy— 
to choose precisely what he feared and dreaded most. 
The fraught, the complicated, the suspicious, and the inexplicable. 
So much for living a well-ordered life. 
 
But here’s where Joseph’s story gives me hope. 
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I can’t relate to a person who leaps headlong into obedience. 
I can relate, however, to a person who struggles, 
to a person whose “yes” is cautious, ambivalent,  
and unsure, even scared. 
I’m grateful that Joseph’s choice was a hard one. 
I’m glad he struggled—and perhaps you are too? 
Because we all struggle; 
we all walk the journey of faith praying, 
I believe; help my unbelief. 
 
There is so much to ponder in the story of Jesus’ birth— 
much to consider about the surprising ways of God. 
Our God who brings salvation through ordinary, 
flawed, and perhaps even a little sketchy human beings. 
Our God who seeks to fulfill scripture through the flimsiness of dreams. 
And a helpless, “illegitimate” baby. 
 
No wonder that the angel Gabriel’s first words to Joseph were, 
“Do not be afraid.” 
 
To enter God’s messy story, we need to hear these words too: 
Do not be afraid. 
Do not be afraid when God’s work in your life—or even in our life 
together—looks alarmingly different than you or we thought it would. 
Do not be afraid when God upends  
your cherished assumptions about righteousness. 
Do not be afraid when God asks you to stand alongside the scandalous, 
the defiled, the suspected, and the shamed. 
Do not be afraid when God asks you to love something or someone  
more than your own spotless reputation. 
Do not be afraid of the precarious, the fragile,  
the vulnerable, the impossible. 
Do not be afraid of the struggle and the mess. 
With struggle and in the mess is how and where God is born. 
 
Even so, Lord Jesus, quickly come. 


